
ZL. Kanersclne Cera 
Raven hilt 

Belfast ST6 SDB 
September 14,1977 grulh— 

Dear Sylvia, 

Now that the QE2 has safely docked hére is a belated letter 
to thank you for those Dick Russell articles which Chris handed 
on to me! : 

Of course it was a big disappointment that our proposed 
meeting didn*t come off as I was really looking foward to it. 
You can now appreciate why I'm becoming so reactionary as 
the B****y Trade Unions are running this country rather than 
the elected government. Air Traffic Control staff are still on 
strike with the resultant chaos. 

Apart from that I hope that you managed to have an enjoyable 
vacation and that you had interesting talks with both Chris 
and Brian. At least you will appreciate that we are doing a 
little bit over here to try and waken the media and public 
opinion. Hopefully we will be getting our views into print 
in one of the most popular Sunday newspapers within the next 
couple of weeks and I'1l be sure to send you a copy of the 
result. 

I hope that this doesn't develop, into another begging 
letter but can I ask for your assistance regarding a couple of 
items? . 

Can you pick up backissues of the following two New York 
magazines for me, please? If possible I want original complete 
copies, both for my personal library and for xerexing and 
dissemination purposes. Here is a token dollar bill to salve 
my conscience} It probably won't help all that much towards 
the cost but here it is. US currency is very scare over here 
but this one has been lying about for some time, 

The magazines are: 

LIBERATION ~ May/June 1977. 339 Lafayette Street. N¥.10012— 
SEVEN DAYS = May 9,1977. 353 Lexington Avenue. NY 10016 
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Of course, if you ever do see continuing Dick Russell articles 
on the JFK case I'll always appreciate xeroxes of them, if that 
is at all possible, Sylvia. He is a writer on the.subject that | 
I like. Are you aware if his book on the case (CLOSING IN. THE 
SEARCH FOR JFK'S ASSASSINS) scheduled from the Dial Press is 
imminent? . | . . 

T'l1 look foward to hearing from you on an irregular and 
informal basis - if time permits! I guess that our meeting 
will have te wait for my dream trip to the US! Hope springs 
eternalescese | 

Over/ecese



In the meantime I. will close with my. warm regards and ‘the 
hope that I haven't been TOO much of: a nuisance} | 

All the best, 

P.S. What do you make of your inclusion in the Ngrman 
Rockwell satire-on'P.52°of the recently published THE: . 

ASSASSINATION PLEASE ALMANAC by Tom-Millér? ..I'm.éspecially 

intrigued by your open line to Lee Harvey Oswald...cecee


